
MERCEDES-BENZ CUBY SPRINTER 519 CDI TOURIST LINE 907 (392)

Automatic Transmission
Colour: Black metallic
Seats: 16 + 1 

Standard and additional equipment:
•High panoramic windscreen with an electric blind
•Double, tinted side windows - fake-panorama
•Thermal and acoustic insulation of the passenger compartment
•Walls and pillars covered with soft upholstery
•Driver cockpit covered in leather
•Finishing in wood –  driver and passengers compartment
•Partition wall behind the driver's seat
•Sunroof as an emergency exit
•TV/2 DIN RADIO/CD/DVD/MP3/NAVI
•Karaoke set 
•Additional sound system
•High-quality of the floor (wood panels imitation)
•Floor finishing, the wheel arches ABS 
•Flat floor
•Textile carpet in steps aisle and under seat 
•5kW independent from the engine convector heating: left/right side (electronic adjustment) – VEHTEC
•Heating blower in the rear
•Air-conditioning from dashboard
•Roof air-conditioning with distribution individually for each passenger and with electronic adjustment (WEBASTO)
•Fully adjustable tourist seats + headrests + 3 point seat belts + armrests 
•Seats mounted in a rail system
•Seats on platforms
•Heated pilot's seat
•Comfortable driver's seat with an armrest
•Multifunctional steering wheel
•Finishing of the cockpit and the passenger compartment in natural wood
•Passenger compartment covered in soft material
•Cockpit covered in leather
•Central interior lighting
•Additional LED, RGB, neon-lighting with dimmer in the passenger compartment
•Additional strong reading lamp above the driver
•Ceiling shelves for a hand luggage with a control panel (ventilation, lighting, speaker) – illuminated
•Locker in the shelf above the driver
•Rear view camera 
•STOP buttons in the rear on the left and right side for passengers on wheelchairs
•STOP button outside on the right side in the rear for disable passengers
•Restet button for STOP signal
•LED headlights
•USB
•High rear brake light on the ceiling
•Extra on/off button with red light for all STOP buttons
•Electric with master switch by radio mode
•Electrical side door (bus door behinde original MB front doors)
•Window hammers 6 pcs, curtains 
•Mudguards
•Central lock
•Outside temperature gauge
•Additional battery
•Tempomat
•Additional body kit: front bumber ''CUBY-Sport'' with side spilers
•Roof rails
•Air bag


